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1. Disclaimer
The information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a
commitment on the part of Native Instruments GmbH. The software described by this document
is subject to a License Agreement and may not be copied to other media. No part of this
publication may be copied, reproduced or otherwise transmitted or recorded, for any purpose,
without prior written permission by Native Instruments GmbH, hereinafter referred to as Native
Instruments.
“Native Instruments”, “NI” and associated logos are (registered) trademarks of Native Instruments
GmbH.
Mac, macOS, GarageBand, Logic and iTunes are registered trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in
the U.S. and other countries.
Windows and DirectSound are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States
and/or other countries.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners and use of them does not imply
any affiliation with or endorsement by them.
Document authored by Andreas Hammann, Steffen Brinkmann, Hannah Lockwood, Jan Ola Korte
Software version: 2.0 (05/2021)
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2. Welcome to ACTION STRINGS 2
ACTION STRINGS 2 delivers the sound of a full string orchestra, blending realism with creative
control for cinematic soundtracks. It enables you to compose stunning string parts with a range of
articulations captured from multiple mic positions.
The instrument combines the tension of violin and viola with the deep tones of cello and bass.
Two separately configurable ensembles, Low and High, give you anything from emotive melodies
to impactful crescendos. New bow-attack compensation technology delivers a realistic playing
experience, while the dynamics envelope control produces bold gestures, from subtle
diminuendos all the way to towering crescendos.
ACTION STRINGS 2 is fully integrated with the KOMPLETE KONTROL keyboard. Toggle quickly and
easily between phrases with the Light Guide, or create scores on the fly in Freeplay Mode, all with
EQ, reverb, and tempo parameters automatically mapped to the controls.
This document provides you with information about the library as well as instructions and advice
for achieving the best possible results.
We hope that you will enjoy using ACTION STRINGS 2!

Action Strings 2
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2.1. About ACTION STRINGS 2
ACTION STRINGS 2 is the successor of the famous ACTION STRINGS, a cinematic string library
designed for ease of use in musical productions. ACTION STRINGS 2 comes with 125 live
recorded expressive modules as well as 11 single articulations, such as staccato, staccatissimo,
sustain, tremolo, marcato and trills. With these elements, you can create your own musical
phrases or play independently, providing you both the breathtaking realism of a real performance
as well as unlimited musical freedom.
ACTION STRINGS 2 already contains 900+ diverse phrases for you to get inspired, as well as 160+
Themes for both high and low string ensemble. Overall we recorded over 73,000 samples with a
41 piece string ensemble, brought together in four microphone positions to provide you the
ultimate scoring tool. For a good starting point, we already set up a premix of the microphone
positions. The world of ACTION STRINGS 2 now lays at your fingertips.

2.2. Document Conventions
In this document the following formatting is used to highlight useful information:
Italics

Indicates paths to locations on your hard disk or other storage devices

Bold

Highlights important names, concepts, and software interface elements.

[Brackets]

References keys on a computer’s keyboard
Single item instructions are represented by a bullet icon.
Results in procedures are represented by an arrow icon.

The following three icons represent different types of information:
The light bulb icon indicates a useful tip, suggestion, or interesting fact.

The information icon highlights important information that is essential for the given
context.

The warning icon alerts you of serious issues and potential risks that require your full
attention.
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3. Installation and Setup
Before you can make music with ACTION STRINGS 2, you must install and set up the necessary
software. Follow these instructions to get started:

Native Access
Native Access is where you will install the software for ACTION STRINGS 2. If you are new to
Native Instruments, you will first have to create your Native ID. To learn more about Native Access,
visit our support page here.
1. Download and install Native Access here.
2. Create a Native ID, if you do not yet have one.
3. Login to Native Access using your Native ID.
4. Click the Not installed tab.
5. Click INSTALL for the following products:
•

KONTAKT or KONTAK PLAYER

•

ACTION STRINGS 2

→ The software is installed automatically.
If the software is already installed, click the Available updates tab and check for new
updates before proceeding.

Loading ACTION STRINGS 2 via KONTAKT
ACTION STRINGS 2 is not an independent plug-in, so you first need to open an instance of
KONTAKT or KONTAKT PLAYER before you can start playing.
1. Open KONTAKT as a plug-in in your host software (DAW), or as a stand-alone application.
2. Locate ACTION STRINGS 2 in the Browser, on the left side of the user interface.
3. Click Instruments to open the product's content.
4. Double-click the Action Strings 2.nki file to load the instrument.

If you are new to KONTAKT and want more information, visit KONTAKT PLAYER and
KONTAKT.
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4. Playing ACTION STRINGS 2
ACTION STRINGS 2 is designed to be played using a MIDI keyboard and optimized for KOMPLETE
KONTROL. The musical phrases can be selected directly from the keyboard, enabling orchestral
scoring in an immediate manner. Phrases are automatically synchronized to the tempo of your
host software, for example, a DAW. Due to KONTAKT's high-quality time-stretching algorithm,
ACTION STRINGS 2 can be played at any tempo between 80-180 BPM.
The Dynamic Mod function gives you control over the dynamics of your sequence and can be
played using the modulation wheel or any other MIDI controller. Further adding to its playability,
you can control ACTION STRINGS 2 externally or record automation, you can map MIDI controllers
to any of the controls in ACTION STRINGS 2.
The following section guides you through selecting musical phrases using a MIDI keyboard,
controlling Dynamic Mod, and mapping a MIDI controller to controls in ACTION STRINGS 2.

4.1. Selecting Phrases using a MIDI Keyboard
You can build sequences by selecting different musical phrases directly from a MIDI keyboard. To
facilitate this, a range of MIDI notes have been configured as keyswitches to trigger the selection
of phrases in the instrument. Starting from C0, 10 keyswitches are assigned to a combination of
high and low phrases or articulations. In most cases, the key switches from E0 - G#0 are assigned
to single articulations that are independently playable.
The keyswitches are displayed as red keys on KONTAKT's on-screen keyboard, while the range of
playable keys is displayed as blue keys:

The KONTAKT on-screen keyboard displaying the active key-switches (in red) and the trigger keys (in blue)

▶ To select a phrase using your MIDI keyboard, press the corresponding keyswitch. You can
switch between phrases at any time, enabling you to change a sequence during playback
without missing a beat.
▶ To select a phrase directly in the user interface, click the corresponding Phrase Slot at bottom
of the Main page.
For more information about keyswitches, see Keyswitches.

4.2. Controlling Dynamic Mod Using the Modulation Wheel
Dynamic Mod gives you control over the dynamics of your sequence. It smoothly blends between
different velocity layers based on recordings. You can use this function to add dynamic expression
and realistic phrasing to your compositions. By default, Dynamic Mod is mapped to the
modulation wheel (CC #1).
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You can change the default mapping to another MIDI controller in the Advanced
Controls. For more information, see Advanced Controls.
The Dynamic Mod control in the upper left corner of the user interface enables you to adjust
Dynamic Mod directly in the user interface. When using the modulation wheel or another MIDI
controller, the control shows the current value while you are playing:

The Expression/ModWheel Indicator

To use Dynamic Mod:
1. Hold a note on your MIDI keyboard to play a sequence.
2. Move the modulation wheel up and down. Moving the modulation wheel up makes the
sequence more intense while moving it down makes it more gentle. Alternatively, you can click
and drag the Dynamic Mod control in the user interface.
→ The dynamics of your sequence change according to how you play Dynamic Mod.

4.3. Mapping MIDI Controllers
You can use MIDI controllers to control ACTION STRINGS 2 externally and record automation.
To map a knob or fader on your MIDI controller to a control in ACTION STRINGS 2:
1. Ensure that the MIDI output from your controller is routed to the instance of KONTAKT you are
using.
2. Right-click the control you want to map the MIDI controller to in the ACTION STRINGS 2 user
interface.
3. Click Learn MIDI CC# Automation.

4. Turn the knob or move the fader you want to map on your MIDI controller.
→ The knob or fader is mapped to the control in ACTION STRINGS 2.

MAIN PAGE
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5. Main Page
The Main page is the first page that opens when you start ACTION STRINGS 2. The Main page
allows you to select and configure Themes in ACTION STRINGS 2.
The Main page consists of the following areas:

1. Theme Selector: Provides controls to browse, load, change, and even save your own Themes.
For more information, see Theme Selector.
2. Phrase Slots: Allow you to configure your Themes, including a number of settings for both
High and Low Ensembles. For more information, see Phrase Slots.
3. Keyswitches: Allow for a quick Phrase or Articulation change. For more information, see
Keyswitches.
4. Page Tabs: Switches between the Main Page, Editor Page, and Mixer Page. Click on the tab to
open the corresponding page. For more information, see Editor Page and Mixer Page.

5.1. Themes
Themes represent sets of unique musical patterns and selected articulations for both high and
low ensembles. Each Theme consists of curated phrases and single articulations assigned to
different keyswitches.

Theme Selector
The Theme Selector provides controls to change, load, and even save your own Themes. The
arrow buttons to the right of the strip allow for quickly browsing through the filtered Theme
selection. The star icon located next to the arrow buttons can be used for marking and unmarking
your favorite themes.
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On the left side of the Selector, you will find the preset save icon. This control provides easy access
to the user preset functionality of ACTION STRINGS 2 that lets you quickly save themes of your
own creation. By clicking on the current theme title or the magnifying glass on the left, you will
enter the Theme Browser.

1. Open/Close (magnifying glass icon): Opens and closes the Theme Browser. For more
information, see Theme Browser.
2. Save (disk icon): Saves a User Theme. For more information, see User Themes.
3. Theme Name: Displays the name of the currently selected Theme. Click the Theme name to
open the Theme Browser.
4. Favorites (star icon): Used for marking and unmarking your favorite themes. You can then
filter quickly within the Theme Browser to display only your favorite themes.
5. Browse (<> icons): Enables you to quickly browse and load Themes. Pressing an arrow icon
will immediately load the previous or next Theme in the Browser Results list.

Theme Browser
The Theme Browser page contains filters to help you sort all presets by different characteristics as
well as an option to scroll through the filtered selection.
▶ To open the Theme Browser, click on the name of the Theme, located in the middle of the Main
page.
The Theme Browser contains the following features and controls:
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1. Theme Selector: Displays the currently selected Theme, and contains controls that allow you
to browse, load, favorite, and save your own Themes. For more information, see Theme
Selector.
2. Filters: Displays the four filter attributes (Category, Ensemble, Feel, Meter). Only one filter for
each attribute can be selected simultaneously. For more information, see Theme Browser
Filters.
3. Result List: Displays a list of themes that include the selected filters. Load a theme by doubleclicking its name in the list, or select the name and click the check icon.
4. User Settings: Contains controls relating to the importing, editing, and deleting of User
Themes. For more information, see User Themes.
5. Pre-listen (loudspeaker icon): Activates pre-listen in the Theme Browser, which allows you to
pre-listen to themes by clicking on them.
•

Click the loudspeaker icon to activate or deactivate pre-listening.

•

Click + drag on the volume slider to adjust the pre-listening volume.

6. Confirm/Close: The Confirm button (tick icon) loads the currently selected theme. Click the
checkmark after selecting the desired theme in the Results list. The Browser will close
automatically. The Close button (x icon) exits the Theme Browser without loading a new
theme.

Theme Browser Filters
To simplify the search the filters are organized into four filter groups. Only one filter of a group can
be selected simultaneously.

The Theme Browser filters

Category
In general, all themes in ACTION STRINGS 2 are created with five main groups in mind, applicable
in different compositional scenarios. Here you can switch between the following five categories:
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•

Basic: Single Pitch Phrases playing rhythmic patterns. Optimized for playing chords.

•

Melodic: Melodic Phrases with a tonal center. Optimized for generating melodies out of a
single note.

•

Chromatic: Melodic Phrases with less strict tonality. Can be used for playing both single notes
and chords.

•

Arpeggio: Themes based on an arpeggiator. Optimized for playing chords.

•

User: User Themes are saved and accessed in the category.

Ensemble
The Ensemble category sorts the Themes by its ensemble emphasis.
•

High Lead: The focus in the arrangement is on the high ensemble.

•

Low Lead: The focus in the arrangement is on the low ensemble.

•

Unison: Both ensembles play the same melody.

•

Complex: Both ensembles play something different, but with equal focus.

Feel
The Feel category allows for searching presets with a quarter, eighth, or sixteenth note focus.
Meter
Each Theme has a time signature assigned to it, which can be filtered with the tags located in this
category.

User Themes
ACTION STRINGS 2 offers a quick and convenient way of saving and organizing custom User
Themes. As each preset is accessible as a single file, it is easy to transfer and share User Themes
between multiple systems. User Themes are also accessible from within the Theme Browser.
User Themes contain the following features:
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1. Save: Saves the individual User Theme. User Themes are saved as single .nka files, into the
Data/Themes folder under the installation path you chose in Native Access. If you save a
Theme directly from the Theme Browser, you can immediately add your tags.
2. User Category: Contains all saved User Themes. Select this category to filter the Results list
by User Themes.
3. Results List: Displays all User Themes, respective to the tags selected. The currently selected
Theme is highlighted.
4. Scan: Enables you to import User Themes.
5. Edit: Enables you to assign tags to your User Phrase. Press the Confirm button (tick icon) to
save your settings, or the Close button (x icon) to cancel the process.
6. Delete: Removes the User Theme from the Theme Browser.

Saving a User Theme
To save a User Theme:
1. Click on the Save icon next to the Theme Selector.
2. Enter a new name.
3. Click the checkmark to save the User Theme, or cancel the process by clicking the cross.
→ The User Theme is saved and is available within the Theme Browser.

Importing a Theme
To import User Themes:
1. Copy the .nka files of your choice into the Themes subfolder of the User Data folder in the
installation directory of ACTION STRINGS 2.

2. Open the Theme Browser.
3. Press the Scan button.
→ The new User Themes are imported from the User Data folder.

Make sure to copy the .nka files in the User Data/Themes folder before you open the
ACTION STRINGS 2 instrument, otherwise KONTAKT may not recognize all files

Editing a User Theme
When a Theme is saved directly from the Theme Browser, you can immediately add tags. This
allows you to filter your custom User Themes in the Browser. You can also modify the tags on your
User Theme using the Edit feature.
To edit a User Theme:
1. Open the Theme Browser.
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2. Select a User Theme.
3. Click the Edit button.
4. Add relevant tags to your User Theme.
5. Click the Confirm button.

→ Tags are added to the User Theme.

5.2. Phrases
The Phrase Slots allow you to configure your Themes, including a number of settings for both
High and Low Ensembles. The left side contains controls for both string ensembles, and the large
Phrase display on the right provides an overview of the currently active phrase. The Phrase
Browser can be opened by clicking on a phrase, which allows you to quickly select and load a
different phrase.

Phrase Slots
The Phrase Slots allow you to configure your Themes. The left side contains controls for both High
and Low Ensembles. The Phrase display on the right provides an overview of the currently active
Phrase. Hovering over a Phrase with your mouse displays a magnifying glass icon, which allows
you to quickly enter the Phrase Browser via left-click.
Phrase Slots feature the following controls:
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1. Solo (S icon): Allows you to listen to the Ensemble solo. Click the (S) button to solo the
respective ensemble.
2. Vol: Adjusts the volume of the ensemble. Click + drag left to decrease the volume, and drag
right to increase the volume.
3. Oct: Adjusts the transposition of the ensemble. Click + drag left or right to transpose the
ensemble -/+ octaves.
4. Phrase Editor (pencil icon): Opens the Editor, in which you can customize the Phrase. For more
information, see Phrase Notation
5. Phrase Clear (eraser icon): Clears the Phrase Slot.
6. Phrase Browser (magnifying glass icon): Opens the Phrase Browser. For more information,
see Phrase Browser.

Phrase Browser
The Phrase Browser page contains filters to help you sort all Phrases by different characteristics
as well as an option to scroll through the filtered selection. To simplify the search, filters are
organized with three attributes.
▶ To open the Phrase Browser, click on a Phrase within the Phrase Slots on the Main page.
The Phrase Browser contains the following features and controls:

1. Phrase Display: Displays the currently selected Phrase.
2. Filters: Displays the three filter attributes (Type, Feel, Meter). Only one filter for each attribute
can be selected simultaneously. For more information, see Phrase Browser Filters.
3. Results List: Displays a list of phrases that contain the selected filters. Load a phrase by
double-clicking its name in the list, or select the name and click the confirm icon.
4. Keyswitches: Enables you to load multiple phrases at once into different keyswitches. For
more information, see Keyswitches.
5. User Settings: Contains controls relating to the importing, editing, and deleting of User
Phrases. For more information, see User Phrases.
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6. Pre-listen (loudspeaker icon): Activates pre-listen in the Phrase Browser, which allows you to
pre-listen to phrases by clicking on them. The selected phrase will also be presented in a
notation preview at the top of the browser.
•

Click the loudspeaker to activate or deactivate pre-listening.

•

Click + drag on the volume slider to adjust the pre-listening volume.

7. Confirm/Close: The Confirm button (tick icon) loads the currently selected phrase. Click the
checkmark after selecting the desired phrase in the Results list. The Browser will close
automatically. Alternatively, you can double-click on a phrase. The Close button (x icon) exits
the Phrase Browser without loading a new phrase.

Phrase Browser Filters
To simplify your search for phrases, the Browser filters are organized into three different
categories. Only one attribute of each category can be selected simultaneously.

The Phrase Browser filters

Type
In general, phrases in ACTION STRINGS 2 fall under seven different Types, applicable in different
compositional scenarios. These include:
•

Basic: Single Pitch Phrases playing rhythmic patterns. Optimized for playing chords.

•

Melodic: Melodic Phrases with a tonal center. Optimized for generating melodies out of a
single note.

•

Chromatic: Melodic Phrases with less strict tonality. Can be used for playing both single notes
and chords.

•

Runs / Falls: Major or minor, ascending and descending.

•

Trills: Phrases with rapid
a semitone or tone apart.

•

Arpeggio: Phrases based on an arpeggiator. Optimized for playing chords.

•

Single Articulations: Single articulations that can be played freely.

•

User: User Phrases are saved and accessed in the category.

alternation

between

two

adjacent

notes,

usually

Feel
The Feel category allows for searching presets with a quarter, eighth, or sixteenth note focus.
Meter
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Each Phrase has a time signature assigned to it, which can be filtered with the tags located in this
category.

User Phrases
ACTION STRINGS 2 provides tools for saving and organizing custom User Phrases. All User
Phrases are stored within the User category of the Phrase Browser. Each preset is accessible as a
single file and can be transferred and shared between multiple systems. If you want to share your
favorite presets with other users, simply copy the .nka files of your choice into the instruments
Data folder on the other system.
User Phrases contains the following features:

1. User Category: Contains all saved User Phrases. Select this category to filter the Results list
by User Phrases.
2. Results List: Displays all User Phrases, respective to the tags selected. The currently selected
Phrase is highlighted.
3. Scan: Enables you to import Phrases.
4. Edit: Enables you to assign tags to your User Phrase. Press the Confirm button (tick icon) to
save your settings, or the Close button (x icon) to cancel the process.
5. Delete: Removes the User Phrase from the Phrase Browser.

Saving a User Phrase
To save a User Phrase:
1. Click on the Save icon above the Phrase Notation.
2. Enter a new name.
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3. Click the checkmark to save the User Phrase, or cancel the process by clicking the cross.

→ The User Phrase is saved and is available within the Phrase Browser.

Importing a User Phrase
To import User Phrases:
1. Copy the .nka files of your choice into the Phrases subfolder of the User Data folder in the
installation directory of ACTION STRINGS 2.

2. Open ACTION STRINGS 2.
3. Open the Phrase Browser.
4. Press the Scan button.
→ The new User Phrases are imported from the User Data folder.
Make sure to copy the .nka files in the User Data/Phrases folder before you open the
ACTION STRINGS 2 instrument, otherwise, KONTAKT may not recognize all files.

5.3. Keyswitches
Keyswitches enable you to make quick Phrase or Articulation changes. ACTION STRINGS 2
provides 1 keyswtiches, which can be accessed from the Main page and the Phrase Browser.
Keyswitches can be assigned across 10 keys, with different Phrases or Articulations. Keywsitches
can be viewed, triggered, and configured in the lower area of the Main page.
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Keyswitches in the Main page

The terms of keyswitches are generated automatically by the following rules:
Type

Term

Function

Main

Main

Main keyswitch on C0.

Variation

Var 1 - 9

Indicates an assigned keyswitch with more than a
single articulation.

Single
Articulations

Stacc, Sus, Trem,
Trill, Marc

Indicated a keyswitch that is assigned to a specific
single articulation. Either for both ensembles or jxr
one, leaving the other ensemble empty.

Empty

-

Indicates an Empty keyswitch.

Changing Keyswitches
To change your keyswitches, just select the one you want to alter and choose a different Phrase
for that keyswitch. You can also rearrange your keyswitches by dragging them to the left or right.
When a User Theme is saved, the keyswitch configuration will be saved alongside the individual
phrase combinations.
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Keyswitches in the Phrase Browser

Playing with Keyswitches
To use a keyswitch and change the articulation, simply trigger the keyswitch before playing the
note you want to be affected. Keyswitches can be triggered by pressing the keyswitch (e.g. C0) on
your keyboard, entering the key in your DAW, or simply selecting the corresponding keyswitch slot
within ACTION STRINGS 2.
If you trigger a keyswitch during a running Phrase, it will be switched instantly, keeping the pulse
going. Single Articulations need to be triggered again, as they don’t provide a repetitive rhythm on
a single pressed key.
Within the Themes provided in ACTION STRINGS 2, the keyswitches behave mostly as follows:

•

C0 is the main version of the Theme

•

C#0, D0 are often tonal variations of the main version

•

D# on melodic themes is usually a single pitch variation to play harmonies freely

5.4. Single Articulations
In addition to the phrases built from recorded modules and individual notes, ACTION STRINGS 2
also offers individual single articulations that can be played freely. They are recorded during the
same sessions as the modules, allowing you to switch seamlessly between phrases and single
articulations without significant differences in the sound character
By default, every theme contains five keyswitch slots for single articulations, but they can also be
loaded into Phrase Slots from the Single Articulations category in the Phrase Browser. This allows
you to combine phrases and single articulations on one keyswitch, or combine different single
articulations between the two ensembles.
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The Marcato single articulation.

The following single articulations are available
•

Staccato

•

Staccatissimo

•

Marcato

•

Sustain

•

Tremolo

•

Trills (High Ensemble Only)

Dynamics for Staccato, Staccatissimo, and Marcato are controlled by note velocity, while Sustain,
Tremolo, and Trills are controlled by the specified Dynamic Mod controller. To improve the overall
playability and sound within the Themes, the single articulations for the Low Ensemble are
automatically transposed by one octave.
As single articulations do not make use of any engine features, the Editor page does not contain
any options for them. Clear the phrase slot on the Main page to create a new phrase with access
to the default Editor page.

5.5. Advanced Controls
The Advanced Controls include settings that determine the Dynamic Mod, Note Release, and
Tempo of ACTION STRINGS 2. Click on the gear icon in the upper right corner of the user interface
to open the Advanced Controls.
The Advanced Controls contain the following features:

1. Dynamic Mod: Selects the MIDI controller for Dynamic Mod.
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2. Note Release: Sets the release time after a key is released.
3. Tempo: Selects between three tempo ratios 1/2 (Half), 1:1 (Normal), or 2x (Double), which
affects the phrase playback speed relative to the host tempo. ACTION STRINGS 2 works with
the tempo set by your DAW or specified by KONTAKT.
4. Open (gear icon): Opens the Advanced Controls of ACTION STRINGS 2. Click anywhere in the
interface to close the Advanced Controls.
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6. Editor Page
The Editor page is the heart of ACTION STRINGS 2. Every phrase you find on the Main page can be
customized and edited here. You can freely combine multiple recorded modules and Single
Articulations to build Phrases, program melodies, and adjust the time signature and loop range of
the phrase. You can load up different modules and single articulations to build a Phrase with a
maximum length of two bars of the current time signature.
The Editor page contains the following features and controls:

1. Ensemble Selector: Enables you to switch the Editor between the High Ensemble and Low
Ensemble. For more information, see Ensemble Selector.
2. Phrase Notation: Features tools and options for editing Phrase Notation. For more
information, see Phrase Notation.
3. Play Mode: Determines the play mode of the engine (Melody or Arpeggiator). Melody mode is
optimized for playing melodies with single keys. In Arpeggiator mode, the engine behaves like
a step arpeggiator. For more information, see Play Mode.
4. Envelope: Allows you to set a dynamic shape to modules and sustained notes. For more
information, see Envelope.

6.1. Ensemble Selector
The Ensemble selector enables you to switch the Editor between the High Ensemble and the Low
Ensemble. Additionally, you can solo each ensemble by hovering the mouse over the desired
ensemble.
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1. Solo: Solos the High Ensemble or Low Ensemble, respectively. The Solo button (S) only
appears when placing the mouse over the HIGH ENS or LOW ENS selector.
2. HIGH ENS: Switches the Editor to the High Ensemble. The selected ensemble is highlighted
and underlined. When selected, adjustments in the Editor only apply to the High Ensemble.
3. LOW ENS: Switches the editor to the Low Ensemble. When selected, adjustments in the Editor
only apply to the Low Ensemble.

6.2. Phrase Notation
For the notation of the Phrases and single Articulations, ACTION STRINGS 2 provides a unique
hybrid approach. The vertical position of the note is displayed within a conventional staff, and its
musical length is displayed by its horizontal length, similar to a MIDI editor. Breaks and
articulations are displayed with their conventional symbol as well as its expansion. This technique
allows for better visualization of the modular approach of Phrases but retains the clarity of
traditional notation.
Phrase Notation contains the following features:

1. Save User Phrase (disk icon): Save your current phrase as a User Phrase. For more
information, see User Phrases.
2. Module Browser (magnifying icon): Opens the Module Browser, where you can exchange the
currently selected Module. For more information, see Module Browser
3. Time Signature: Determines the time signature of the phrase. Click the icon to change the
time signature. When selecting a shorter signature than the current setting, the content of the
exceeding beats will be cleared.
4. Play Mode: Determines the play mode of the engine (Melody or Arpeggiator). For more
information, see Play Mode.
5. Phrase Display: Displays the Phrase and allows you to select the Module for editing. For more
information, see Working with Phrase Notation
6. Loop Range: Adjusts the length of your phrase, determined by moving the two loop markers to
their start and endpoint.
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7. Module Tools: Provides tools for deleting, duplicating, and producing variations of the selected
Module. For more information see Working with Phrase Notation.

Working with Phrase Notation
Each phrase is built with different consecutive modules, the smallest building block of ACTION
STRINGS 2. Each module has been recorded individually to ensure both musical expression and
flexibility.
The Phrase Notation provides a number of features that allow you to interact and write content.

Module

Click on a Module to select it. This gives you several options to
work with the Module.

Accidental

To improve readibility, very fast phrases will leave out accidentals.
Here, the tonal context is displayed by a small label above
(chromatic, minor, major).

Time
Signature

Determines the time signature of the phrase. Click the icon to
change the time signature. When selecting a shorter signature
than the current setting, the content of the exceeding beats will be
cleared.

Clef

The phrases are notated in treble or bass clef respectively and are
always based on the root note of A as a reference. The actual
sounding pitch will be based on whatever notes you play on your
keyboard.

Loop Range

Adjusts the length of your phrase, determined by moving the two
loop markers to its start and end point. Everything within this
region will loop when triggered. The loop range is independent
from the time signature and allows you to freely define different
loop lengths within a phrase.

Interacting with the Phrase Notation display
1. Click on the magnifying glass to open the Module Browser and exchange the currently
selected Module.
2. Click to change the time signature. WARNING: When selecting a shorter signature than the
current setting, the content of the exceeding beats will be cleared
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Working with Modules
▶ Click on a Module to select it. This gives you several options to work with the Module:

•

Repeat: Duplicates the selected Module into the following slot. Very handy for single notes or
short Modules.

•

Delete: Clears the selected Module.

•

Variate: Inserts a similar Module of the same category. Only works with modules that have
variations.

•

Copy/Paste: Allows you to copy the currently selected module and paste it to another selected
position in the phrase.

Working with Loop Ranges
Adjust the length of your phrase by moving the two loop markers to its start and end point.
Everything within this region will loop when being triggered. The loop range is independent from
the time signature and allows you to freely define different loop lengths within a phrase.
▶ Click + drag the loop markers to set the start and end point of the loop.

6.3. Module Browser
Within the Module Browser, you can navigate through all recorded Modules and place them to the
currently selected slot in the Phrase Notation by double-clicking on them.
▶ To open the Module Browser, double-click on the Module you want to change or click the
magnifying glass on the upper left side of the Browser.
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The Module Browser

Selecting and pre-listening Modules
You can select and pre-listen Modules by simply clicking on them. To optimize your pre-listening
experience, use the pre-listening menu bottom right of the Module Browser.

▶ Click on the loudspeaker to quickly activate/deactivate pre-listening.
▶ Click + drag the loudspeaker icon up and down to adjust the pre-listening volume.

Loading Modules
▶ Double-click on a Module to load it into the selected slot in the phrase. The selection will
automatically move to the next editable slot to allow for quick input of a series of modules.

Module Categories
The different Module categories include:
Singles

Single Notes of different playing styles

Basic Rhythms

Repeated notes on the same pitch

Diatonic Figures

Note sequences based on diatonic scales

Chromatic Figures

Note sequences based on chromatic movement

Falls

Sequences starting on a specific pitch and moving fluently to the root
note

Trill Figures

Sequences involving fast trills

Runs

Major or minor runs up and down

Crescendos (Low Ensemble
only)

Crescendos and glissandos in various styles
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Module Types
Generally, there are three types of Modules:

Modules without an emphasized ending, mostly with 2/16 or 4/16 length. These
Modules can be stringed together without overlapping.
Modules with an emphasized ending note. Mostly in a length of 5/16. These are
suitable to serve as the ending of a phrase on a beat. You can also select the ending
note and insert another module, which allows you to string together modules with
ending notes as well.
Basic single-note articulations to insert into the Phrase like staccatos and long
notes.

For the single-notes, the Browser has a slightly different layout. In the upper line, you can choose
the specific articulation, and then you can select a specific length to insert it into the phrase. Long
notes that offer the duration of 1 or 2 bars will adjust their length to the current time signature.

Closing the Module Browser
▶ Click the cross in the bottom right of the Browser, or click the magnifier at the top left of the
Browser to close the Module Browser without loading a new Module.

6.4. Play Mode
ACTION STRINGS 2 provides two different Play modes, Melody and Arpeggiator. Melody mode is
optimized for playing melodies with single keys, while Arpeggiator mode behaves like a step
arpeggiator with multiple notes played at a time.
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1. Play Mode: Determines the play mode of the engine (Melody or Arpeggiator).
2. Reset (Arp Only): Determines the duration after which the arpeggiator will reset its pattern.
3. Note Selection: Determines which notes of your chord will be taken into account for the
engine. When Top is selected, the engine will only play the highest note when a three-note
chord is played. When Lowest 2 is selected, only the lowest two notes are played.
4. Context menu: Opens a context menu with options to copy or paste the envelope shape to a
different phrase.

Melody Mode
Melody mode is optimized for playing melodies with single keys. The pitch of every Module can be
adjusted chromatically by clicking + dragging the respective box up and down. The number
displayed in the box shows the difference to the root pitch of the Phrase. Drag the numbers up or
down to change the melody. The corresponding module will move up and down in the Phrase
Notation.

Editing pitch in Melody mode.

Arpeggiator Mode
In Arpeggiator mode, ACTION STRINGS 2 behaves like a step arpeggiator, with each module acting
as a step. The Arpeggiator mode is built to play multiple notes at the same time.

1. Pattern: Determines the order in which the modules will be arpeggiated. All (Chord) will trigger
all played notes in the respective rhythm.
2. Skip: Determines whether steps within a rest will be ignored for the note order and the
respective pitch will sound at the next active module.
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3. Repeat: Repeats every note one or multiple times before moving to the next note.

6.5. Envelope
The Envelope allows you to set a dynamic shape to modules and sustained notes. Short single
notes like Staccatos will only have a single step that can be adjusted, while longer modules and
sustained notes have multiple handles to allow you to give dynamic shapes to these modules.
▶ Click + drag the mouse up or down to adjust the shape of the Envelope.

The Envelope in the Editor page
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7. Mixer Page
On the Mixer page, you can adjust the overall sound of the ensemble by mixing signals from
different microphone positions and applying effects. Additionally, you can route the signals to
individual outputs in KONTAKT.
The Mixer page consists of the following areas:

1. Ensemble selector: Here you can switch the Mixer between the High Ensemble and the Low
Ensemble, and select from a number of Mixer presets. For more information, see Ensemble
Selector.
2. Mixer: Here you can mix signals from different microphone positions, and route the signals to
individual outputs in KONTAKT. For more information, see Mixer.
3. Global FX: Here you can apply the Equalizer to the main output, and select from a number of
different spaces for the Reverb effect. For more information, see Global FX.

7.1. Ensemble Selector
The Ensemble selector enables you to switch the Mixer between the High Ensemble and the Low
Ensemble and select from a number of Mixer presets. Additionally, you can solo each ensemble
and activate the Link function that applies edits to both ensembles.
The Ensemble selector includes the following controls:
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1. Mixer presets: Selects from a number of Mixer presets that give you quick access to a variety
of different mixes, from close and intimate to wide and open.
2. Solo: Solos the High Ensemble or Low Ensemble, respectively. The Solo button (S) only
appears when placing the mouse over the HIGH ENS or LOW ENS selector.
3. HIGH ENS: Switches the Mixer to the High Ensemble. When selected, adjustments in the Mixer
only apply to the High Ensemble, unless the Link function is activated.
4. Link function: Links the Mixer controls for the High and the Low Ensemble. When activated,
adjustments in the Mixer apply to both the High and Low Ensemble. Previously adjusted
controls are not affected by the Link function.
5. LOW ENS: Switches the Mixer to the Low Ensemble. When selected, adjustments in the Mixer
only apply to the Low Ensemble, unless the Link function is activated.

7.2. Mixer
The Mixer enables you to mix signals from different microphone positions and route the signals to
individual outputs in KONTAKT. Each microphone position has a dedicated microphone channel in
the mixer. From each channel, you can also adjust the send level to the Reverb effect in the Global
FX.

You can reset mixer controls to their default value by holding [CMD] (macOS) or
[CTRL] (Win) and clicking on them.
The Mixer includes the following controls:

1. Microphone position: Activates or deactivates the respective microphone channel. When
activated, the corresponding samples are loaded into the memory. When deactivated, the
samples are purged. Deactivated microphone channels are greyed out, however, their controls
can still be adjusted.
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2. Pan: Adjusts the position of the respective microphone channel in the stereo image.
Setting all Pan controls to center preserves the traditional positioning of
instruments in the ensemble as present in the original recording.
3. Level: Adjusts the level of the respective microphone channel.
4. Solo: Solos the respective microphone channel. All other channels are muted. The
corresponding samples remain loaded in the memory.
5. Mute: Mutes the respective microphone channel. The corresponding samples remain loaded in
the memory.
6. Send: Adjusts the level of the signal sent from the respective channel to the Reverb effect in
the Global FX. The intensity of the reverb also depends on the Return control in the Global FX.
For more information, see Global FX.
7. Output: Routes the respective channel to a specific output in KONTAKT. When set to Default,
the channel is routed to the Mixer's main output. Selecting another entry from the drop-down
menu routes the channel directly to the respective output, bypassing the Mixer's main output.
You can use this to assign individual outputs to each microphone channel.
If the drop-down menu does not include any additional entries, you can create and
assign new outputs in KONTAKT's Outputs menu.

Since the Reverb in the Global FX is always routed to the Mixer's main output
(Default), it is recommended to apply reverb in the DAW when using individual
outputs for the microphone channels.
8. Main Pan: Controls the panning for the main output. In the left position, the main output is
panned left, and when in the right position the main output is panned right.
9. Main Level: Controls the main output level of the instrument.

7.3. Global FX
The Global FX enables you to apply the Equalizer to the main output and select from a number of
different spaces for the Reverb effect. The Equalizer and the Reverb apply to both the High and
Low Ensemble.
The Global FX includes the following controls:
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1. Equalizer: Activates or deactivates the Equalizer. The Equalizer features three bands High, Mid,
and Low that can be adjusted independently.
2. High: Adjusts the high-frequency response of the Equalizer. Turning the control to the left
attenuates high-frequency content. Turning the control to the right boosts high-frequency
content.
3. Mid: Adjusts the high-frequency response of the Equalizer. Turning the control to the left
attenuates mid-frequency content. Turning the control to the right boosts mid-frequency
content.
4. Low: Adjusts the high-frequency response of the Equalizer. Turning the control to the left
attenuates low-frequency content. Turning the control to the right boosts low-frequency
content.
5. Reverb: Activates or deactivates the Reverb. The Reverb is based on convolution of impulse
responses recorded in real spaces.
6. Reverb selector: Selects from a number of differently sized spaces for the Reverb, including
rooms, chambers, concert halls, and cathedrals. The image shows a photo of the selected
space. You can directly select entries from the drop-down menu, or use the arrow icons next to
the image to step through the available entries.
7. Return: Adjusts the amount of reverb added to the main output. The intensity of the reverb
also depends on the Send controls in the mixer. For more information, see Mixer.
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8. MIDI Export
The MIDI export function enables you to record a sequence and export the MIDI data generated by
ACTION STRINGS 2 to MIDI tracks in your DAW.
To record and export a sequence:
1. Open ACTION STRINGS 2 in KONTAKT running as a plug-in in your DAW.
2. Click the MIDI Export button in the upper right corner of the user interface.

3. Start playback in your DAW.

→ ACTION STRINGS 2 is ready to record the MIDI data generated according to the sequence you
play.
4. Play a sequence using your MIDI keyboard. Alternatively, you can playback previously recorded
MIDI notes from your DAW.

5. When you are finished playing the sequence, stop playback in your DAW.
Avoid playing MIDI notes after playback is stopped, otherwise previously recorded
data may be lost.
6. Drag and drop the arrow icon into your DAW.

→ The MIDI data is exported to your DAW, creating separate regions for the High and Low
Ensemble. separate regions for High and Low Ensemble in your DAW.
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